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encounter with God, leading
us to new depths of being.
Graham spoke of places we
Sue Sheppy looks back at associate with silence: firstly,
the desert that brings us the
four days in Swanwick
solitude of the wilderness.
The desert mothers and
fathers went to live on the
edge of communities, but they
were still accessible to those
who came to seek them out.
They were not escaping, but
seeking new depths to their
experience of God; secondly,
the night which can haunt,
Sounding the Silence: Exploring isolate, make us feel alone, or
depths in stillness and speech self-absorbed. The question
was raised: what does it mean
The Retreat Association Con- to encounter the silence of
loneliness, or sadness? In his
ference was held at The
Hayes Conference Centre at book The Chosen, Chaim
Potok writes: In the silence
Swanwick, from 18-21 June
between us he began to hear
2018. This, as always, was
the world crying. The silence of
such a rich experience of
main addresses, early morning God can heal and redeem.
prayer experiences,
workshops, daily cell groups,
that I cannot possibly do
justice to the whole event,
but I will share a few things
that spoke to me.

Retreat Association
Conference 2018

Keep in touch via
the BURG website
www.burg.org.uk
Or
the BURG Blog
baptistunionretreatgroup.blogspot.com

Graham Sparkes began the
conference by asking what
silence has to teach us. It can
signal relief, awkwardness,
embarrassment, danger, or
disturbance, a sign of

Autumn 2018
nature as we circled the lakes
and listened to the sounds
around us:
Praying
It doesn’t have to be
the blue iris, it could be
weeds in a vacant lot, or a few
small stones; just pay attention,
then patch
a few words together and don’t try
to make them elaborate, this isn’t
a contest but the doorway
into thanks, and a silence in which
another voice may speak.

Frances Novillo led our first
liturgy exploring the theme of
silence and, on day two, Sara
Maitland talked about silence
in the desert and how God is
the voice of word and silence.
She drew on the experience
of Hagar and Elijah being
driven into the wilderness,
but also of Hannah who
prayed silently in the Temple.
Sara spoke of silence
intensifying our experiences.
(During silent breakfast that
very morning I had noticed
the taste of my food to a
degree that wouldn’t have
happened if I had been
chatting away to my
neighbour.) Sara reminded us
Graham Sparkes, one of the RA
that there is no such thing as
Patrons, introduces the main
complete silence. There are
speakers
always auditory hallucinations,
or inner voices, which can be
Silence and Nature.
worrying for our ego, as it
On the first morning I went
cannot talk back. In our
on a morning prayer
vulnerability, we experience a
experience led by a member danger that is thrilling, that
of the Quiet Garden
fills us with awe. Like Elijah
Movement, who used prayers, we may react by covering our
and a Mary Oliver poem, to
faces, but if we hold our
centre our thoughts and help nerve, there is gift in silence.
us attend at a micro and
macro level to the world of
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I attended a very special workshop
in the afternoon led by Lynn Basset,
who had been a hospice chaplain for
many years. She spoke of silence for
the dying being sometimes because
of weariness (they may even be
unconscious), some cannot speak,
some are withdrawn, in denial,
experiencing shock, fear, trauma;
sometimes words lose all meaning.
This can be true for the relatives,
too. Holding the silence can be
compassionate, evoking
companionship and enabling a
person to be in silence with
themselves through your silent
presence. Sharing the silence can be
transformative, allowing someone to
go to a deeper place, which may or
may not be articulated later.
In the late afternoon, Peter Tyler
talked about three aspects of
mindful silence: The philosophical
aspect of the nature of silence, the
art of silence in prayer from
medieval times, and silence in
practice. He reminded us of Thomas
Keating’s words, Silence is the
Language of God: All the rest is bad
translation, and led us through the
sayings of John Cassian, Teresa of
Avila and Thomas Merton. Merton
was keen that we don’t seek silence
for its own sake, but on the other
side we can overdo our activism; we
need a balance.
We had a very pleasant hour in the
bar on Wednesday evening listening
to Malcolm Guite reading and
singing his poetry. One of my
favourites was Singing Bowl, as one
is used on my monthly Silent
Reflection evenings, and weekly
Christian meditation, to bring us
gently in and out of the silence. We
were to hear more from Malcolm in
the workshops, the second of which
I attended and which concluded with
us writing a group villanelle around
the conference theme. I cannot
honestly claim to have made any
contribution but many of the group
did, under Malcolm’s expert
guidance, but I can still bask in
reflected glory because I was there!

The Journal
On the first evening we had learned
to our disappointment that Martin
Sounding the silence by a lake in Hayes, Laird was ill and could not be with
us. However, Graham Sparkes, due
Still and travelling in a quiet place,
to form, saved the day with an
My mind is busy whilst my spirit prays.
excellent session in which he
Touching the depth in these few summer interviewed four of the workshop
days,
leaders, so we had a taste of those
And sinking fathoms deep in inner space, we had been unable to attend.
Sounding the silence

Sounding the silence by a lake in Hayes.

The last few weeks were rush and crush
and craze,
Mobile phones and satnavs set the pace,
My mind is busy whilst my spirit prays.
Swallows fly across a misty haze,
Their fleeting passage brings a pilgrim
grace,
Sounding the silence by a lake in Hayes.
Yellow flags and rushes meet my gaze,
Dewdrops frame a spider’s fragile lace,
My mind is busy whilst my spirit prays.
I’m lifted unawares in silent praise,
My heart is opening to God’s embrace,
Sounding the silence by a lake in Hayes,
My mind is still now as my spirit prays.

In his main address following this
workshop, Malcolm spoke movingly
about using poetry to accompany us
through grief.

The art space gave participants the
opportunity to respond creatively
and prayerfully to the theme and we
all decorated a long net with slips of
blue material to simulate a river
flowing from the cross of Christ.
This formed the centre piece for
our final act of worship when the
retreat association icon, created by
iconographer John Coleman, was
hallowed by the Revd. Barry Preece.
The theme chosen was Jesus’
encounter with the woman at the
well to encourage people to take
time out in prayer and quiet
reflection.
As with any conference, it was good
to meet old friends and make new
ones. The next conference will be in
2021 – look out for the details; I
very much hope to be there, God
willing.

Graham hosts a platform discussion
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We are delighted that the retreat at
St Rita’s, Honiton, is fully booked!
We are looking forward to what
promises to be both a challenging and thoughtful time.
Do pray for us to experience God’s
blessing with peace and courage.
We have also already booked the retreats for
Lent and Advent 2019!
See the flyer in your mailing.
Contact Gill Roberts for any further
information.

St Rita’s, Honiton, Devon

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU NEXT YEAR.
DON’T FORGET THAT THE BURSAY FUND IS AVAILABLE.
Again, approach Gill in confidence if it would help you to take time away with God.
Gill Roberts gill-roberts@live.co.uk (01494 677281)

Our ‘Art Corridor’

Last December we had an Art
in Advent workshop and
produced a number of ‘splatter
paintings’ which enhanced our
At Amersham Free Church we have been exploring ways of
journey up to Christmas.
using ‘art’ in both our building and worship. For us it’s been Recently we’ve had a display of
a journey all about broadening our ‘spirituality’ as a
original works on the theme of
community and offering something other than words as an
The Healing Power of Christ,
aid to faith exploration.
currently we have a collection
of pieces celebrating the 70th
So, over the last few years anniversary of the NHS to be
we have set aside one of
followed by a display
our passageways in the
commemorating the end of World War One.
building and designated it
our ‘Art Corridor’ with
The main thing is that for us such an ‘art’ focus is
rolling ‘exhibitions’.
non-prescriptive. It simply invites dialogue or individual
Normally that means
reflection. It’s just another way of expressing faith and seems
we’ve had between six to to have been a blessing to many both in the congregation and
ten paintings on display;
amongst the ‘user groups’ of our building.
some we have bought
from catalogues, others have been originals – normally there
has been a ‘theme’ to each exhibition and an explanatory
leaflet.
Ian Green reflects on how a church community are seeking to
broaden their spirituality through art

One of the great ‘spin offs’ has been connecting the corridor
to Sunday worship. On occasions we have projected some
of the paintings onto the sanctuary wall during the service at
the All Age address or sermon slots. On Good Friday we
have sometimes use all the paintings as the theme for our
‘devotional’.
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Heather Andrews offers a

Holiday Reflection

swans that tap and hiss at the side
windows begging for crumbs. God’s
creative power delights us!

But suddenly we pause, we must prepare for
the locks ahead. Black and white gates bar
our way. However much we might wish to
go on, there is no option – we must wait.
Take time. Perhaps quite a long time. Hold
the ropes, hold the boat steady… there is
no way forward at the moment. ‘The crew’
leap off to do the necessary. To wind the
windlass, to raise the paddles in the lock
gates, and to release the water, which
comes in a flood down-stream. Then they
push the gates open, with a lot of effort, and
The wonderful hot days have passed,
the boat can slide slowly forward. Behind
the boat, the gates are
we have grey skies, olive
locked again. It is dark in
green water, and
the lock. The walls, dank
occasionally white sun.
and dripping, and covered
Summer – holiday - is a
in green slime tower
time for reflection. I think
around and above us. The
the narrowboat’s progress
opposite paddles are
raised, and water pours in,
says something about life:
We progress along our
rocking the boat, sometimes ferociously, and it is
chosen route from the
gradually raised as the
Marina where the boat is
water rushes in. Higher,
stationed, north, south, or
and higher, the light
whatever… we are
increases, until we are
hemmed by metal edged
back on a new level.
towpath on one side and
Once the water pressure
overhanging brambles,
equalises, the gate ahead
hips and haws and hedges on the other. is opened, and the journey resumes.

I am writing this in mid-August, where,
beneath a windmill near Napton-on-the
-Hill, with our eldest daughter Kate,
Tony, Amy and Bramble the dog, we
have celebrated Keith’s birthday on the
narrowboat Teal. She is an elderly
craft, a bit frayed at the edges but
capable of chugging along at her max
4mph very happily.

We greet a few people as they pass.
Round a bend I see sheep, cattle, and
those are an unexpected sight –
water-buffalo, leaning over the
fence – huge horns!

As I reflect on this I realise that life
reaches its stopping points. Its darker
times, when we are buffeted by the
power of forces beyond our control.
There is no way forward, for a bit. We
are stopped in our tracks. But after a
while, with adjustments that have to be
made, there comes a new perspective,
an increase in light, and a further
horizon. The journey has to continue.
And there are new small joys to notice,
new beams of sunlight, new days to
enjoy.

Life has the possibility of surprising us,
sometimes shocking us, along our
otherwise organised path. There are
lovely moments, the light sparkling on
the water-surface, the graceful arch of
the next bridge, all old red-brick and
beautiful. Baby moorhens, and a
mother-duck with a fleet of seven
ducklings swish past, making wakes that
God is with us, even when we cannot
spread behind, rippling the surface.
see a way forward. His love is
Keith is our driver, or pilot – preparing promised, and sure. In due time, barriand equipping and steering the boat
ers can be overcome, and forward
with the ease of long-experience. He
motion is possible again. In Christ, we
perches alone and above on the stern
are offered the deepest friendship, that
of the Teal, eyes scanning ahead, his
‘pilot’ of the old children’s chorus: ‘Do
arm on the tiller pressing left or right in you want a pilot, signal then to Jesus,
tiny movements to keep us in the right do you want a pilot, bid him come
path. (My job is the provision of food
aboard. For he will safely guide across
and snacks at regular intervals! And
the ocean wide until you reach at last,
the occasional lock-duty.)
the heavenly harbour…’
Moving slowly through the wild flowers
and greenery on eye-level gives you a
new perspective on familiar things: the
delicacy of grassy fronds, the tracery of
a ragged-robin, bright golden
dandelions and ragwort competing to
brighten the canal-side. We take note
of the birds keeping us company, an
occasional glorious statuesque heron,

‘Be still and know that I am God’.
‘Trust in Him always, and feed on his
word’. Hopefully you can use
summer’s peaceful moments to reflect
on God’s love.
Peace and Blessings,
Heather.

